Foreword
Be patience while installing and running mod H3LORD, because Heroes 3 is an old game, which came
out after the release of many new OS. Especially since the game is set a lot of patches, add-ons, etc and
etc.
The mod is based on the ERA platform (the developer Berserker: http://wforum.heroes35.net), which is
a add-in to create mods.
The mod has been tested and works on systems Windows XP/Vista/7 32/64 bit.
On the mod is not recommended to put any additional patches and mods, even for the platform ERA.
And also exhibit compatibility with EXE files with other systems. This will cause the inevitable
mistakes. HD mode is recommended to run only with the option Color Mode: 32 GDI, otherwise there
will be new effects with transparency.

Mod Installation
1. Install a clean Heroes of Might and Magic 3 – The Shadow of Death. Please note that some packs
may already include a variety of patches that should be avoided. If you are installing from a disk image,
then on Windows 7 you need to go to disk, set the compatibility with any of the old system to the file
and run setup.exe to install it, not autorun. When you install will also swear that the version of DirectX
is wrong, but continue on the setting.
2. If you are going to use HD mode, it is best to install it, otherwise after installing HD mod over
H3LORD need to install a graphical patch. Archive with the patch after installing H3LORD appear in
the folder where you installed the game (HDpatch.rar). To use the patch, simply extract the files from
the archive to the right place (Heroes 3\ _HD3_Data\Common).
3. Set H3LORD in a folder with heroes 3.
4. Run H3LORD.exe. For fast and smooth animation, you can run the game through h3lordglide.exe,
but this exe can not run with the HD mod.

FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
Q: Why did you start the game displays an error about the missing resources, such as “button.wav”?
A: So you have still not the full version of the game. Recently, there is a tendency to cut the game and
even if you have downloaded and installed the image of the game, it does not mean that it has not been
modified by someone.
Q: Why when loading maps fall down a lot of scripting errors?
A: Use maps without ANY ERM scripts! Or maybe the h3lod settings are not loaded or not set
wogification. In order to restore them to go when creating a game in the settings (the blue button at the
top right) and load settings h3lord.dat. For subsequent startups settings should be automatically loaded
from the file. Setting wogification for all maps should always be enabled!
Q: Why does any battle I have a black background?
A: Maybe you set the executable file compatibility with older systems. If you removed the
compatibility and the background is still not listed, you can transfer the game to another folder. In the
registry, windows kept any file in any folder set compatibility, even if the file is long gone!
Q: Where did the quick battle?
A: There are new buttons to select the mode of battle in the top right corner near the mini map. Read
more about the innovations can be found in the description of mod.
Q: Why is the game does not run in full screen?
A: I do not know, but you can play on the window menu select Full Screen. If does not work, make sure

that your video card properly supports 800×600 resolution.
Q: Why does my computer to play the black borders on the sides?
A: Working with different resolutions curled only on the video card settings. The native resolution of
800×600 pixels games. In the setting of the video card must be installed stretching non-native
resolutions full screen. If not, then you can see how your computer behaves with other games at the
same resolution.
Q: How to customize the game according to the network?
A: First, make sure that the network is in general and computers to see each other. Necessary that the
computers are in the same subnet and have the same subnet mask. Check the link you can use the
command ping *. *. *. * In cmd.exe. When configuring the network, we have repeatedly encountered
that one computer sees the other, but rather not. Additionally need to turn off the firewall or configure
them so they do not interfere with the work of the game. If you create a game it is not visible on
another computer, you can connect directly using the IP of another computer. It often happens that
when you log on to the server from the client can not pick the lock, and the hero, what does it depend
not been fully elucidated. But you can go to the settings screen commands players to reset to 0 the
number of players and teams, re-supply and return to the setup screen locks, almost always works. For
games on the internet you can use the Hamachi.
Q: How do I disable any patch in mod?
A: All the patches are located in the Heroes 3\Mods\Lord\EraPlugins enough to disable the patches at
the end of the file name after the expansion to finish .off or just delete the file.
Q: Why does the game take place in a strange or unexpected events? Such as casting a spell on the
elementals.
A: By all similar effects run scripts. To disable or read the description to go to the settings when
creating a map, and select the dates of your script for the game.
Q: Why is there no sound or music?
A: Maybe they just turned off the menu?
Q: Why does the sound is interrupted for any or action?
A: The only solution is to disable CPUpatch. Just replace the file heroes3.ini value CPUpatch = 1 to 0
and save. So far, it depends on what I can not find, on some systems, there are other fine.
Q: Why is the AI long walk?
A: It went further by WOG, the thing is heavy scripts ERM. In the future we plan to optimize the
braking scripts. And also can try to disable CPUpatch (see above), which limits the CPU game or a
patch that increases the radius of thinking AI (ai sod radius.bin)
Q: Why is the game does not run?
A: There can be many reasons for this. To find out more detail we need to see the logs created by a
failure to start. To enable the creation of logs platform ERA need to change the key Debug = 0 to 1 in
the file and send the log heroes3.ini eralog.txt. If errors occur during the game logs are written to files
and LRDCRASHLOG.TXT LRDERMLOG.TXT.

Mod description
New rules and changes in mod:
New buttons on the screen adventure:

Enabling the manual battle
Enabling automatic battle with using spells
Enabling automatic battle without using spells
Enabling the transfer of property
Output Setting game messages
Showing the number of Mithril and its application
If your hero was attacked during the AI, it is still a choice of battle mode.
Button at the town screen:

Left to right:
Button for improve growth creatures in the town
Button for create gold reserve
Button for buy all the creatures in the town
Bank’s button
Button for move units to hero guest
Button for exchange of units between the hero and the garrison town guest
Button for move units to town’s garrison
Buttons at hero’s screen:

Left to right:
Button for view hore’s hidden skills
Button for set henchman
Button for set WarLord’s Banners Bonus for all army
Half-transparent effects on the adventure map: the dark dungeon, translucent magical land,
Leprechaun’s rainbow, smoke from volcanoes and castles.
Snow Castle (Author: Nein). Also, the patch gave their land for the creatures and map generator snow.
To uninstall a snow castle, you can simply delete the directory folder NewCView mod.

Desert Tower. Now the Tower of native land sand! To uninstall the Desert Tower, you can simply
delete the directory folder NewCView mod.

Searching in Magic Well (script07). Increased percentage when nothing is found and attacking
monsters, undead monsters are replaced in an adequate amount, reduced by the percentage of the
probability of finding the chest, and something useful in the chest even more. The battle of the undead
attack goes like this: in the center of the field of combat well located, surrounded by the undead in a
random position. And also removed all the illogical effects such as moving pictures and unnecessary.

Add numerous battlefields. Updated the script responsible for their replacement. For every lock on any
land (including a magic lanshafty) made some battlefields, as well as for Banks, Utopias and the Death
Chamber.
Reconfigure the secondary and primary skills of the heroes. The hero in getting the level of 10-20%
greater chance of getting a skill relevant to its type (warrior or mage) and specialization.
Random experiences for neutral units. Experience of neutral troops, as well as banks have set at random
at the beginning of the game. And instead of a blessing they can get a curse.
Permanent artifacts in the Utopia of Dragons. Now the artifacts for Dragons Utopia and flying castle
will be given at the beginning of the game, but not before the battle.
Gold Reserve (script05). The cost of the gold reserve is increased each time in two. The initial cost of
creating the gold reserve is 5000 gold and 2 Mithril.
Town’s upgrade (script45). The cost of increasing the growth of the creatures in the locks now, each
time increased by 2 times.
Removed prefabricated artifacts Mantle Diplomat and Cape of Lord of the Forest. Dead Man’s boots do
not grow if the hero is already one pair. Creatures joinable with enhanced artifacts are not being asked,
if there is no free space hero. Limited amount of money extorted artifact Symbol of Knowledge
(depending on complexity).
Pandora’s Box. Replaced by chest Pretender (see new monsters), which is 30% alive. Pretender calls up
to 6 boxes that are moving quickly, and can cast a spell Berserker.
Guard for artifacts and dungeons. This option can be helpful if the map generator did not generate maps
with dungeons protection and artifacts in any part of the map.
Flying castle. Is replaced by a University on the surface. To get to the Flying Castle, you can only use a
spell Flying. Has a guard of 3 Red Dragons. Has a great reward experience and gold, as well as
artefacts including the Ring of Power.
Death Chamber(script70). Against the hero performs the Lich Lord (he is the commander of
Necropolis). Lich Lord can have a level of 1 to 10, what is warned when visiting the facility. Guardian
ceases to appear when Lord defeated. Instead of 4 units Lich appears from 1 to 4 Bone Golem. At Lord
Leach crop imposed in combat spells.
Week of monsters (script20). Removed adding creatures and resources at stake every week depending
on the week. Instead, create another option for the possibility of random addition to the map creatures
and resources daily, if not enough of them on the map.
Improved Scouting and Sorcery. Scouting and Sorcery now have new capabilities that provide a lot of
information to learn about the heroes, castles, banks creatures, neutral units, treasures, etc. Sorcery can
learn some information that is not accessible by the logic of Intelligence. Remote visiting magical
places and resource assembly Magic left, but done that now on this will have to spend mana in an
amount depending on the distance. Getting information through the Intelligence and Magic can be
blocked if the enemy hero has the same skills or resistance. With Expert Intelligence can also learn
from the experience of the enemy and neutral units. The radius of such information depends on the

level of advancement and skills of the hero.

First Aid Tent. Now the first-aid tent can recover lost in battle creatures that are alive (not undead, not
elementals and golems) of up to 40%, depending on the skill of Medicine (max. 15%), the level of the
hero (max. 15% ) and randomness (max. 10%). Depending on the total number of health recovery, there
will have to spend a certain percentage of the range of the hero. Skill medicine can reduce the loss of
power reserve. Uvelicheiny cost and health tent.
Ballistics and Artillery. Catapult has received increased damage when attacking the castle walls in the
presence of Ballistics skill and reduced in its absence. Reworked some of the properties ballista or
catapults. Catapult can now attack the troops after the destruction of the castle walls in the presence of
skill Ballistics. Ballista can now take 10-30% of the speed of creatures depending on the advanced
skills Artillery, but not less than half the rate of the creatures attacked without bonuses. Done, nonosimy
fighting vehicles, is calculated from the number of points of attack hero and relevant skills.
Cost spells. Increased cost of almost all spells, especially the massive and global movement spells.
Armageddon spell moved to level 5 magic. Resurrection now applies to Magic Waters, explosion and
lightning to fire. The failure – Level 2., Grief – Level 3., Call the ship and the ship Flood – Level 1.,
Counterspell applies to all magiyam, Mine Field and Force Field – Level 1.
Changed description of the creatures when the script is being modified.
Mill removed from the dungeons. Normalzovanno accommodation facilities of snow. Normalized
accommodation magical lands.
Changed the parameters of some creatures. All Hydra reduced speed. Strengthened skills Cast (now
Ancient Ghosts).
Removed unnecessary spells pillars.
Changed script of upgrading creatures. Now, there are level 7 can be upgraded to 8 th in the native
locks.

Have improved skill Mysticism cleaned viewing enemy heroes and reducing mana in combat.
With Luck skill removed the possibility to increase the skills of random troops in combat.
When meeting with a scientist on a map if he can teach any secondary skills, the warning message, and
you can give up on learning skills, leaving the scientist on the map.
Scrolls with spells can now be disposed of in any time in exchange for mana. If a character has the
appropriate literacy skills and wisdom, he may in the destruction of the scroll automatically rewrite his
spell book.

New spells:

Vertical (Level 4. Earth Magic)

Mage’s Eye (Level 3. Magic Air)

Lets you navigate the hero in a dungeon or on
the surface from 1 to 4 times per day, depending
on the skill of Earth Magic.

Allows you to open unexplored territory from 1
to 4 times a day from a radius of 2 to 5 cells,
depending on the skill of the Air Magic.

Fair Wind (Level 3. Magic Air)

Appeal (Level 4. Magic of Fire)

Accelerate your character on the map by 1030% once a day, depending on the skill of the
Air Magic.

Allows hero to summon creatures from the lock
at any point on the map from 1 to 4 times per
day, depending on the skill Magic Fire. If the
hero is no skill Magic Fire can only call from
the nearest town.

Artefacts:

Sacred Helmet
Increases Defense by 3 and the level of
knowledge by 1 point

Wand Shaman
Increases Magic Power at 6 and Languages by 2
points. Curses all enemy creatures every round
of battle

Assasins Shield
Increases Attack and Defense by 2 to 5 points

Ring of Full Power
Increases all skills by 5 points. Allows you to
improve beings at any time

Knight Armor
Increases Defense by 6 points

Thief’s Boots
Increases the level of knowledge on 4 points.
Add or increase the skill Luck

Seer’s Bracelet
Magic Power increases by 4 points

Seer’s Pendant
Increases Magic Power by 5 and the level of
knowledge on the 3 points

Invisible Cloak
Hides the hero moves on the map. Increases the
level of knowledge on the 4th and Defense by 2
points

Philosopher’s Stone
Increases hero’s knowledge by 2. If your
character is an alchemist, his knowledge will
increase by 6, and he will be able to turn
mercury into gold

New Commanders:

Paladin
Imposes spell Blessing.

Priestess of the Moon
Imposes a spell shield.

Basic Skill: respond to all attacks.

Tower Giardian
Hit imposes a spell.
Basic Skill: paralysis.

Lich Lord
Renewal of the Dead spell imposes.
Basic skills: catch the fear.

Ogre Chieftain
Imposes a spell stone skin.
Basic Skill: block damage.

Basic skill: shooting.

Succubus
Imposes Fire Shield spell.
Basic Skill: reducing the enemy’s defense by
50%.

Dungeon Keeper
Imposes spell Bloodlust.
Basic skill: the enemy does not respond to the
attack.

Parhfinder
Imposes a spell haste.
Basic skill: shooting.

Lord of Matter
Summon Elemental spell imposes.
Basic skills: attack all around.

New Creatures:

Changed and Recolored Creatures:

New and Changed Objects at the Adventure Map:

1. Treasury of the Dragon. Dwelling Dragon of Darkness
2. Crater of chaos. Chaos Hydras dwelling
3. House of bat
4. Transylvanian tavern
5. Aritificer
6. Crystal Air Magic. In WOG Air Magic Mushroom
7. School of Magic
8. Lost temple. Real Estate Giant Cobras
9. Lake Water Magic. In WOG Water Magic Mushroom
10. Gates of the Underworld (in the snow)
11. The gates of the underworld
12. Spectral vault. Real Estate Blood Dragon
13. Seer hut
14. Chamber of death

15. Fountain Valhalla
16. Wood of oblivion
17. Temple of the storm. Dwelling Thunderbolts
18. Temple of the substance. Real Estate Rusty Dragons
19. Sword in the Stone. In soda flag unity
20. Magical well
21. Tavern
22. Crystal Palace. Dwelling six-winged angels
23. Battle Academy
24. Statue
25. Pandora’s Box
26. Stone Knowledge
27. School of Witchcraft
28. Nest of spiders. Real Estate Giant Spiders
29. Flying castle
30. Bleeding earth. Dwelling Bone Golem
31. Fairy house. Dwelling fairies
32. Crystal
33. Superior trunk
34. Double-sided monolith
35. Monolith out
36. Mill
37. Sacrificial altar
38. Dwelling hobbit
39. Heavenly Palace. Dwelling Birds of Luck
and others…

